Why Customers Use StarWind Virtual SAN

- Fault tolerance and scaling out with existing hardware
- High availability and uptime with only 2 nodes
- Attractive pricing allows for more flexible IT-budgeting

What Is StarWind Virtual SAN for vSphere?

StarWind Virtual SAN for vSphere is a robust, feature-rich, fault tolerant shared storage that uses the local storage of your hypervisor cluster. The core philosophy behind its licensing allows to remove restrictions on features, storage size, and number of VMs. This way, you get a 2-node HA cluster that has no need for a witness instance. The solution is also hardware agnostic, meaning that it can run on whatever hardware you’ve already got. Build a fault-tolerant storage pool for your applications with StarWind VSAN for vSphere, maxing out storage efficiency and performance thanks to its supporting of in-line deduplication, Software RAID, mirroring, I/O acceleration, and in-memory, server-side caching.

Modern business is all about transcending boundaries, including hardware limitations set by vendors. StarWind Virtual SAN overcomes such constraints and delivers High Availability (HA) à la minimalism. Our software-defined solution (SDS) ensures your applications’ HA by mirroring internal hard disks and flash between hypervisor servers, which are deployed on off-the-shelf hardware. Leave complicated licensing in the yesterday and switch to transparent licensing per node. Get the best fault-tolerant virtual shared storage for your applications now and stop piling up costly proprietary components.

Cost-Efficient

- Decrease TCO and increase performance with your existing commodity hardware
- Truly SMB-friendly license packaging
- No capacity limitations or feature restrictions
- CAPEX and OPEX minimized

Feature-Rich

- Unlimited scalability with node quantity of your choice
- Deduplication ensures maximum speed and shared storage optimization
- All-round HA for your entire IT infrastructure
- Data security and application uptime

Simple

- Free StarWind Configuration Assistance
- Flexible StarWind Support subscription plans for tweaking and maintenance
- SaaS & Financing with a convenient subscription payment model
- Easy deployment and upkeep
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